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We propose a thermal antenna that can be actively switched on and off at the microsecond scale by means of a phase transition of a metal-insulator material, the vanadium dioxide (VO2). This thermal source is made of a periodically patterned tunable VO2 nanolayer, which support a surface phonon-polariton in the infrared range in their crystalline phase. Using electrodes properly registered with respect to the pattern, the VO2 phase transition can be locally triggered by ohmic heating so that the surface phonon-polariton can be diffracted by the induced grating, producing a highly directional thermal emission. Conversely, when heating less, the VO2 layers cool down below the transition temperature, the surface phonon-polariton cannot be diffracted anymore so that thermal emission is inhibited. This switchable antenna could find broad applications in the domain of active thermal coatings or in those of infrared spectroscopy and sensing. © 2014 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4890517]

I. INTRODUCTION

A thermal antenna is a spatially coherent source that radiates in the infrared or the mid-infrared frequency range. In 1988, after a pioneering work of Hesketh et al.,1 on the radiant modes of periodic micromachined silicon surfaces, the first thermal antenna has been designed using deep gratings.2 Since then, numerous directional thermal sources and partially coherent sources have been proposed by texturing materials at subwavelength scale.3–13 However, to date, no antenna that operates in the infrared range, can be actively controlled without moving parts and the emission patterns of existing sources remain time-invariant. There are many applications that would profit by quickly variable, temporally agile thermal radiation sources. Sources for spectroscopy are a simple example, modulation being an obvious advantage in most measurement techniques. There are many other technological opportunities that would benefit from an active thermal coating with dynamics in the 1 s…μs range.

No solution had emerged in this context that would get beyond the limits of thermal or mechanical inertia characteristics times (typically > 1 s), but an important step toward temporal control has been recently achieved in a closely related study area. Specifically, a strategy was proposed to temporally modulate the near-field heat flux exchanged between two hot bodies14,15 by using insulator-metal transition (MIT) coatings deposited on the exchange surfaces of these facing bodies. By passing an MIT material from its crystalline phase to its amorphous state, its optical properties can be very significantly modified. This bifurcation in the optical behavior of MIT materials has been recently exploited to propose efficient radiative thermal rectifiers16 and near-field thermal transistors.17 Hence, the topic of the present work is connected to novel physical configurations as well as devices and notably MEMs (micro-electro-mechanical systems), where time scales have not been explicitly specified. A typical MEMs membrane has a relatively low inertia, with frequency up to 20 Hz thermal modulation bandwidth reported with adequate cooling channels. It should also be stressed here that the rise time of the phase transition can be very quick if it is electrically induced, for instance, falling well below the microsecond rate. Thin layers on top of a substrate will be seen in the following to have cycle times (rise and fall times) of a couple of microseconds typically.

In this paper, we introduce a switchable thermal antenna by exploiting these phase transitions. It is basically composed of an MIT material that supports a surface wave in the frequency range of emission (Planck’s window) of the antenna. By an appropriate addressing of regions where transition is triggered, a grating can be generated on the crystalline phase of MIT material so that the surface wave can be diffracted, on-demand, into the far field, making the emission pattern highly directional. Also, we show that the direction of emission can be controlled and the thermal emission itself can be switched off or switched on by making appropriate local phase transitions.

In a first part, we describe the thermal emission properties of a simple untextured MIT material in its two phases, crystalline and amorphous, choosing the most common case of vanadium dioxide (VO2). Then, we show that this material supports, in its monoclinic (anisotropic) phase, a surface phonon-polariton (SPP) that inhibits the thermal emission in the far-field. Conversely, when a grating is imprinted onto the MIT by a local phase transition, the thermal emission becomes large and highly directional. Finally, we show that the emission pattern of this source can be tuned above on the time scale of a few microseconds by dynamically changing the surface grating geometry, at a timescale comparable to the short time of thermal relaxation of VO2 nanolayers.
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II. THERMAL EMISSION OF BULK VO₂

Let us start by considering a semi-infinite sample of VO₂, an MIT material, whose critical temperature is \( T_c = 340 \text{ K} \), the other half-space being just vacuum. Below \( T_c \), this material is in its crystalline (monoclinic) phase, forming thus a uniaxial medium. The dielectric permittivities of VO₂ come from reflection measurements and by ellipsometry in both phases are plotted in Fig. 1. In the crystalline phase, we denote by \( \epsilon_\parallel \) its value along the optical axis, and by \( \epsilon_{\perp} \) its value in the plane orthogonal to it. Experimental data show that the optical axis is, in most occurrences, orthogonal to the surface so that \( \epsilon_\parallel \) corresponds to the permittivity in the plane parallel to the surface. In such crystals, the reflection coefficients for \( s \) (TE) and \( p \) (TM) polarizations are given by the following expressions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{r}_s^s &= \frac{k_0 - k_{zx}}{k_0 + k_{zx}}, \\
\mathcal{r}_p^p &= \frac{\epsilon_\parallel k_0 - k_{zp}}{\epsilon_{\perp} k_0 + k_{zp}},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( k_{zx,zp} \) are solutions of the Fresnel equation

\[
\left( \epsilon_\parallel \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} - \kappa^2 - k_{zx}^2 \right) \left( \epsilon_{\perp} \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} - \epsilon_{\perp} k^2 - k_{zp}^2 \right) = 0. \quad (3)
\]

In these relations, \( k_0 = \sqrt{\omega^2/c^2 - \kappa^2} \) denotes the normal component of wavevector in the surrounding medium (vacuum), while \( \kappa \) stands for the parallel component of wavevector.

It immediately follows by inspection of these reflection coefficients and of their poles that only \( p \)-polarized surface waves can exist at the interface of these media (see Fig. 2). Their dispersion relation reads

\[
\kappa = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \frac{\sqrt{(\epsilon_\parallel - 1)\epsilon_{\perp}}}{\epsilon_\parallel \epsilon_{\perp} - 1}.
\]

(4)

Since VO₂ is a polar material, these surface waves are SPP. The dispersion relation of a resonant SPP mode is plotted in Fig. 2 in the mid-infrared range. This SPP is specially localized at the wavelength where a horizontal asymptote around \( \lambda = 6 \mu\text{m} \) appears, which corresponds to the region where the density of states becomes very high. The precise location of the SPP asymptote can be analytically determined from expression (4) by solving \( \epsilon_\parallel \epsilon_{\perp} = 1 \). The emission patterns plotted in Fig. 3 shows the inhibiting role of the SPP on thermal emission for the purely crystalline phase. Note that Fig. 3(a) peaks at only 3.6%. Since the incident (propagative) light cannot couple with the sample at the SPP wavelength, it is reflected so that, according to Kirchoff’s law, the emission is weak. In its amorphous phase, no SPP exists.

However, the thermal emission still remains small at normal incidence because \( |\mathcal{r}_m| \) is very large (see Fig. 1) so that the reflection coefficient is close to unity. On the other hand, at oblique incidence, near \( \theta = 85^\circ \), a large thermal emission is recovered. This specific angle corresponds to the Brewster angle of amorphous VO₂, where the reflection vanishes. In both phases, the thermal emission of VO₂ is, roughly speaking, Lambertian due to the absence of spatial correlation in the field radiated by the material.

---

FIG. 1. (a) Real part of the permittivity \( \epsilon_\parallel \) of VO₂ in the metallic phase and of the permittivity \( \epsilon_{\perp} \) in the crystalline state along the plane and \( \epsilon_\parallel \) and \( \epsilon_{\perp} \) along the optical axis. (b) Imaginary part of the same quantities.

FIG. 2. Dispersion relation of surface modes of crystalline VO₂. In its amorphous (metallic) phase, VO₂ does not support any surface wave.
We now assume that some regions of VO$_{2}$ can be switched by Joule heating so as to transit from the crystalline state to the amorphous one. This can be done, for instance, by using a network of electrodes periodically distributed as illustrated in Fig. 4. Then, as we are going to see, depending on the shape of emitter, the far-field emission of the source can be switched between two radically different patterns. The grating depth is chosen identical to the attenuation length $\ell_{\text{SPP}} = \frac{1}{2 \text{Im}(k_{x})}$ of SPP in the crystalline phase of VO$_{2}$, as this suffices to control the “local” SPP presence. As shown in Fig. 5, this corresponds to a thickness a little bit smaller than $\ell = 200$ nm (far from the light line $\kappa = k_0$ all modes are confined at smaller distances than $\ell$ from the surface).

From a practical point of view, to prevent the phase transition in unwanted regions, a thin thermally insulating layer of silica$^{21}$ (typically, $20$ nm thick with thermal conductivity $\kappa_{\text{SiO}_2} = 1.4 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$) is introduced between the substrate and the top region where the grating is induced by phase transition. Compared with the thermal conductivity of VO$_{2}$ ($\kappa_{\text{VO}_2} = 4 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$ Ref. 22) this conductivity is three times smaller and it ensures a sufficiently large thermal gradient to guarantee the temporal stability of both phases during the modulation process. It is important to outline here that the value of the thermal conductivity used in our simulations for the VO$_{2}$ layers is rather small compared with many reported measurements.$^{23}$ The variation of this property could either slow down or accelerate the dynamic of thermal relaxation process. However, our simulations have shown that the dynamic is not qualitatively affected by such variations. Note that the presence of an interface thermal resistance (not taken into account in our numerical simulations) between the silica layer and the VO$_{2}$ is a favourable effect, which maintains the grating interface invariant during a longer time interval. This layer makes the system slightly more complex, but even so the thermal emissivity $\epsilon$ of these sources in both configurations can be easily calculated from the rigorous coupled waves analysis (RCWA) method.$^{24}$ The results plotted in Fig. 6 in the $(\lambda, \theta)$ plane clearly show two radically different patterns.
When the source is in its crystalline state in all regions of space, the total thermal emission is very weak. As discussed in the previous section, this is consistent with the fact that the medium supports a surface wave so that the reflection coefficient is very large and therefore the absorption is weak. On the other hand, if we address some spatial regions so that a grating of VO₂ emerges whereby some cells are crystalline and other amorphous, then the emission pattern of the source becomes strongly directional, and the magnitude of emission peaks is close to unity. In Fig. 6, there are 5 out of 10 stripes that are heated (bottom of the inset). The exact amount of heat that shall cross boundaries between the two types of cells depends on how critical it is to attain well separated phases, thus, addressing the complex issue of hysteresis in relation with deposition technology. We discuss below typical geometric configurations which depend on the temperature gradient inside the structure.

We additionally show in Fig. 7 that we can also modulate the direction of emission of the antenna by addressing different VO₂ cells so as to adequately form the geometric features of the surface grating. In Fig. 7, there are now 6 heated stripes out of 12 (bottom of inset). According to grating theory, the emission direction is given by the Bragg relation

\[ K_j = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sin \theta + 2j\frac{\pi}{P}, \]

where \( K_j \) is the parallel component of wavevector diffracted in the \( j \)th order and \( P \) is the period of grating. Hence, the rather straightforward role of the period, obtained here as a multiple of the strip period. This is similar to what is done for more classical spontaneous sources such as luminescent ones or light-emitting diodes, when they incorporate photonic crystals or gratings.

Of course these simulations address infinite periodic systems. From the \( \Delta\theta \sim 50 \text{ mrad} \), typical angular width of the lobes on Figs. 6 and 7, it is clear that the emitter size \( D \) should verify \( D < P_{1,2}/\Delta\theta \) to avoid finite size effects and obtain the expected directionality. This means in practice that any size at or above the millimeter range is enough, but that for MEMS oriented applications with, say, \( D \sim 100 \mu m \), finite size effects, e.g., in the form of secondary lobes due to Fourier truncation, should be considered in some detail. Devices with such sizes would correspond to few tens of microwatts in terms of power dissipation by our proposed thermal antennae. Conversely, for macroscopic appliances with power rating in the range 10 mW...100 W, finite size effects are of course irrelevant, only some complexities due to a hierarchy of patterned electrodes needed to spread current at the targeted locations may have to be considered.

IV. THERMAL EMISSION MODULATION

We now investigate the dynamic process of emission of our thermal antenna when an electrode array is voltage-controlled during a given time interval of about 10 µs, which roughly speaking, corresponds, by comparison with the diffusion scale, to 10 times the time needed for heat to be transported over a distance of about 1 µm, the heat capacity and the mass density of VO₂ being \( C_{VO_2} = 690 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1} \) and \( \rho_{VO_2} = 4339 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \), respectively. This is typically the deposited layer thickness. Hence, the power dissipated inside...
the structure during a half period can be extracted on the back side of the source in a thermalized silicon wafer just underneath the VO₂ layer and at the surface by radiative cooling before a new excitation take places. Hence, after one period all the power dissipated within the structure is extracted from it. By applying a rectangular periodic modulation of the voltage as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 8, the spatio-temporal evolution of temperature field is calculated by solving the heat diffusion equation using a standard finite-element method with an initial temperature \( T_0 = 62^\circ \text{C} \) at any point. In this equation, the thermo-optical coupling results from both the temperature dependence of the surface emissivity of our antenna which controls the cooling of system and from the electrical resistivity (see Fig. 8(d)), which conditions the Joule heating per unit volume.

The thermal emissivity is calculated from the reflection coefficient using the Kirchoff’s law. As shown in Fig. 8, the temperature field increases, mostly at the top surface of the source, to generate by phase transition a (non rectangular) grating when the temperature exceeds the critical temperature. By an ad hoc adjustment of the voltage profile applied on the electrodes, we see also that a grating can be periodically inscribed onto the crystalline substrate. Hence, the thermal emission of the source (Fig. 9) changes alternatively between an almost non-emitting behavior and a highly directional and strongly emitting pattern in approximately 0.5 \( \mu \text{s} \). Of course a longer relaxation time (3 \( \mu \text{s} \)) is required to cool down the source before applying a new excitation (unlike MEMS, we can cool efficiently by the substrate). Nevertheless, the results plotted in Fig. 9 of emissivity at submicrosecond scale demonstrate unambiguously that our source can operate cyclically at a periodic time of a few microseconds. Moreover, despite the specific shape of the grating unit cell (see Fig. 8(c)), we observe that the emission pattern of the source remains very similar to that of a source having a perfectly rectangular grating as shown in Fig. 6. The differences with the perfect square-pattern lattice for the main Fourier components of the thermally generated grating are thus modest. There is certainly room to optimize the present proposal, especially for targeted applications. But we believe that the proposal as described here is realistic and simple enough to prompt its test and to trigger further progresses.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have introduced a switchable thermal antenna based on the phase transition of a polaritonic insulator-metal transition material, namely, the popular vanadium dioxide, a material currently incorporated in many applications such as bolometers and thus well mastered. Our

FIG. 8. (a) Time evolution of the maximal temperature in a VO₂ grating with the temporal variation of the voltage applied on each electrode as described in the inset. The horizontal dashed line shows the critical temperature where the transition between the crystalline and the amorphous state takes place. In (b) and (c) are plotted the temperature fields distribution inside the source at two different times. (d) Electrical resistivity of VO₂ used in the model as a function of temperature.²⁶

FIG. 9. TM-polarized emissivity (in percent) of the VO₂-source at two different times \( t_A = 4.5 \mu \text{s} \) and \( t_A = 5 \mu \text{s} \) as shown in Fig. 8.
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The proposal is very different from any previous one in achieving a quick directional change, thanks to the MIT and voltage-controlled grating. To design switchable antenna that operates at lower or higher temperatures than the critical temperature of VO₂ other carefully chosen MIT materials could of course be used. We have further shown that the thermal emission can be suppressed by the phase transition and that the direction of emission can be tailored by actively changing the geometric features of grating. Applications could cover spectroscopy sources or all kinds of processes with quick surface heating needed.
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